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MASTER’S THESIS REVIEW 
 

Background for the assignment 
Master’s thesis (30 cr) is an important part of master’s studies (120 cr). Besides specialization on certain 
research question, the master’s thesis provides the student with several important skills:  

• Ability to apply the principles of science in solving research problems 

– Formulating clear and relevant research questions 

– Building on existing knowledge 

– Using scientifically relevant methodology 

– Logical argumentation based on facts 

• Improved skills for exact technical and scientific communication in writing and orally 

• Attaining experience in conducting an independent technical or scientific research project 

The minimum formal prerequisites for starting the master’s thesis project are 45 cr of master’s studies 
completed of which 40 cr in student’s own major. Acceptance from the supervising professor is also re-
quired. Student’s performance in doing and finalizing the master thesis will be assessed like in all other 
studies. Detailed instructions and evaluation criteria for master’s theses are published on Aalto CHEM 
students’ Into pages (https://into.aalto.fi/display/encbme/Completing+your+Master%27s+thesis). 

Assignment description 
The assignment includes reading a master’s thesis and analyzing it against the instructions and evaluation 
criteria and writing a summary on your observations. All full master’s theses that can be found in the 
library database have been made public with the students’ voluntary permission. 
 
The aim of this assignment is to prepare students for carrying out their own thesis works efficiently. The 
estimated workload for the assignment is: 3 h study sessions + 17 h independent work. After finalizing the 
Master’s Thesis Review, the student 

• can search master’s theses from Aalto’s database and can find instructions on master’s thesis 
from the Into pages. 

• can explain what a master’s thesis is and is able to describe the different stages of the master’s 
thesis project. 

• has read the learning outcomes as well as the evaluation criteria of a master’s thesis and has used 
the criteria for evaluating a master’s thesis. 

• has practiced writing a press release.  
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Assignment instructions 
Read/study carefully a CHEM master’s thesis of your choice at https://aaltodoc.aalto.fi/. Choose prefera-
bly a thesis from your major. Find answers to the following questions: 

• What was the motivation/background for the thesis topic? 

• What were the goals for the research and what hypotheses were set to be answered?  

• In which ways the thesis research was connected to earlier relevant knowledge and research? 

• How was the selection of the research methodologies justified? 

• How was the accuracy and reliability of the methodologies evaluated in analysis of the results? 

• Were the results presented clearly, e.g. did you find the figures and tables informative and easy 
to understand? 

• Were the goals reached and the hypotheses answered? 

• Was the thesis topic interesting to you – why/why not?  

• Include an assessment relative to the evaluation criteria, assessment rubric, and the general learn-
ing outcomes for master’s theses – you do not necessarily have to give a numerical grade, but 
please describe the quality of the thesis verbally: what was good in the thesis and what could be 
improved? 

• Had you carried out the work and presented the thesis, what would you have done differently? 

Write a report of 1300-1500 words on your findings and submit your report for approval. In the first 
paragraph of the report, please give the name of the thesis author and the thesis topic. In the end, as a 
separate part of the report, include a press release of the thesis, containing ca. 200 words.  

You are welcome to work in groups during this assignment: form groups of 2-3 students and select the 
same thesis for reading and then share your findings with the other student(s). However, each group 
member must do her/his personal analysis and write her/his own report for submission. In the case you 
carry out group work, please clearly indicate in the first paragraph of the report with whom you were 
working. 


